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INTRODUCTION
brains processed for pCREB immunolabelling. The other half was returned to the homecage 150 and tested for contextual fear memory 48 h later.
151
In the cohort tested for memory the freezing behavior was measured and compared 152 among the groups. In the cohort which the brains were immunolabelled for pCREB, the pCREB 153 expression was compared between the groups to test if dHPC damage alters pCREB 154 expression in any of the studied regions. Next, the same pCREB data was used to generate the 155 functional networks for the SHAM and dHPC groups. A third network was generated as "SHAM 156 with no dorsal hippocampus", SHAM-nH, to allow for direct comparisons between the networks. and in the SHAM-nH network, no hub was stable across the three thresholds, but the IL was the 240 closest region (hub in the 0.025 and 0.01 thresholds), similar to the SHAM network. Employing 241 connection-based and distance-based metrics to identify a hub makes more likely that the 242 identified well-connected regions are also inter-region or inter-modular connectors. Noticeably, 243 the dCA1 was in the upper quartile of both connection-based metrics, but not the distance-244 based ones, across the all thresholds (not shown). These results suggest that different hubs 245 emerged in the dHPC network. However, as the identification was descriptive, with no 246 hypothesis test, it does not allow a priori interpretations regarding differences in the hub score 247 between the networks. However, they are a first indication that there might be differences in the 248 connectivity patterns between the SHAM and dHPC networks, as different regions emerged as 249 hubs in these networks. 250 251 dHPC network hubs are associated to increased centrality measures 252 We addressed network differences in hubness more formally and quantitatively by 253 directly comparing the centralities between the groups in each region and each threshold using 254 a permutation. The Table 2 resumes the results of the permutation tests for each region, metric 255 and threshold. Mainly, it shows that the identified stable hubs were overall associated with 256 significantly higher centrality levels in some metrics, comparing the dHPC SHAM-nH networks.
257
In the dHPC network, the RSC showed significantly higher Wdg and Evc in all thresholds, and 258 the Per_36 showed higher Evc levels in the 0.025 and 0.01 thresholds, compared to SHAM-nH 259 network. In the SHAM-nH network, the IL showed higher Evc levels in the 0.025 and 0.01 260 thresholds, compared to the dHPC network. Besides the stable hubs, some of the single-261 threshold or two-threshold hubs were also associated to significantly different centrality levels 262 between the networks. In the dHPC network, the RSGd presented a higher Evc across all 263 thresholds and a higher Wdg in the 0.025 and 0.01 thresholds. The LAVL had a higher Evc in 264 the 0.025 threshold. In the SHAM-nH network, the BLV presented a higher Wdg across all 265 thresholds, higher Bet in the 0.05 and the 0.01 thresholds, and higher Evc in the 0.05 threshold.
266
Further, the CeM and PrL showed higher Evc, and the RSGv showed higher Bet, all in the 0.01 267 threshold. Some significant differences were present in non-hub regions such as BLP, vCA1, 268 DLE and Por (higher metrics in dHPC network), and LAVM, BLA, and Por (higher metrics in the 269 SHAM-nH network; Table 2 ). Lastly, some single-threshold hubs did not show significantly 270 different centrality metrics in the thresholds they were considered hubs, such as LAVL, Per_35,
271
Por and Cg1 (dHPC network) and CeL, Por (SHAM-nH network). These results provide 272 evidence of differences between dHPC and SHAM-nH networks by showing that the stable 273 hubs identified were associated with different levels of centrality between them. These data 274 suggest that these stable hubs are significantly more (or less) engaged in the CFC learning 275 network under dHPC damage.
277 dHPC damage changes interactions among other regions of the network 278
We further examined differences between the dHPC and SHAM-nH networks by 279 comparing their correlation coefficients. The two-sample KS test revealed significantly different 280 correlation coefficient distributions in all thresholds between dHPC and SHAM-nH networks 281 (threshold 0.05: D151 = 0.2527, p = 0.0125; 0.025: D106 = 0.3396, p = 0.0042; 0.01: D67 = 4795, 282 p = 0.0005; Figure 7a -c). The Z-score of differences revealed 21 significant differences 283 between correlations (z-score above |2|; Figure 7b ). In nearly 2/3 of the significant differences 284 (15 out of 21), the stronger correlation coefficients belonged to the SHAM-nH network, and 9 of 285 them belonged to network hubs; whereas only 6 differences the stronger correlation coefficient 286 belonged to the dHPC network, one of which belonged to a hub (Figure 7c) . These results were 287 similar across thresholds. In the 0.025 threshold, 19 out of 26 differences were higher in the 288 SHAM-nH network (3 belonging to hubs; Figure 7b) , and in the 0.01 threshold, 20 out of 28 289 differences were higher in SHAM-nH network (9 belonging to hubs; Figure 7c ). Overall, these 290 results show that the SHAM-nH network presented higher number of significantly stronger 291 correlations compared to the dHPC network, many of which belonged to the hubs for that 292 threshold.
293
The different correlation distributions and the significantly different correlations between 294 the networks further support different connectivity patterns in the dHPC network. Further, most 295 of the stronger correlations belonged to the SHAM-nH network, suggesting that dHPC lesion 296 indirectly influences other interactions, resulting in their loss or weakening.
298
Damaging the dHPC network Hubs
299
The network analysis revealed some differences between the dHPC and the SHAM (or 300 SHAM-nH) networks. Particularly, the alternative hubs emerging in the dHPC network (Per_36 301 and RSC) and their statistically higher centralities compared to the SHAM-nH network suggest 302 that these regions may increase in their importance to CFC learning in the absence of 303 hippocampus. We empirically tested this hypothesis in the next two experiments by damaging 304 both the dHPC and one of these hubs in the same animal pre-training to CFC. Our hypothesis is 305 whether further insult to the network would compromise the necessary structure of the network 306 to promote CFC learning at the control level. 
341
Slight occasional damage to the thalamic nuclei immediately bellow the dDG and dCA3 was 342 also observed. In the behavior analysis, the bootstrapped ANOVA revealed a main effect of 343 group (F3,35 = 3.691, p = 0.01975), which the p-corrected t tests showed to be due to a lower 344 freezing in the dHPC-RSC compared to that of the SHAM group (t20 = 3.315, p = 0.0270; Figure   345 9). No other significant differences were observed. This result was further confirmed by the KS 346 test, which revealed significantly different distributions between the dHPC-RSC and the SHAM 347 samples (D = 0.609, p = 0.0303). No other differences were observed (SHAM vs dHPC: D = 348 0.378, p = 0.330; SHAM vs RSC: D = 0.367, p = 0.377; dHPC vs RSC: D = 0.333, p = 0.316; 349 dHPC vs dHPC-Per: D = 0.485, p = 0.098; Per vs dHPC-Per: D = 0.374, p = 0.289). The 
384
In the present study, the RSC and Per_36 showed stable hubness in the dHPC network 
425
The hyperconnectivity accounts also challenges the notion that post-lesion connectivity 426 increases are an adaptive compensatory mechanism. For instance, increased connectivity was 427 observed to not be predictive of cognitive performance and even to diminish in the pre-frontal 
446
whereas another study did not find such impairment (Lukoyanov and Lukoyanova, 2006) . Our 447 procedures were as similar as possible to that of Keene and Bucci (2008b) , however, we aimed for the RSC instead of the whole RSG. Although we did damage portions of RSGd in some 449 animals it is possible that our lack of effect on RSC single lesions is due to not damaging the 450 whole RSG.
451
Despite the unimpaired behavior in dHPC-damaged animals, it is very likely that the 452 contextual information learned is different (Frankland et al., 1998; Nadel, 2008) . Some authors 453 discussed about the complexity of the CS under hippocampal damage (Rudy, 2009; Fanselow, 454 2010), however, clearly assessing the CS content stands as a limitation of CFC preparations.
455
Findings from tasks that allow a better assessment of the learned content strongly suggest that for attention (Petersen and Sporns, 2015) . We applied network analysis in rodent models such 486 that we could empirically test the validity of these models later. We found that new hubs 
516
In Experiment 2 the surgeries were performed as above, but the rats received bilateral 
528
Per will be mentioned when Per_35 and Per_36 are considered together.
529
In Experiment 3, surgeries were performed as in Experiment 2, but for lesions of the 
544
Before every experiment, all animals were gently handled for 3 consecutive days.
545
In Experiment 1, during the training session, the rats were individually placed into the 546 conditioning chamber for 2 min, received a 1 s, 0.8 mA footshock, and were returned to their 547 homecage after 1 min. One additional control group of SHAM animals (Imm) was placed in the 548 conditioning chamber, received an immediate footshock and was immediately returned to the 549 homecage. Half of the cohort was re-exposed to the context 48h later for 5 min to test 550 contextual fear memory. Behavior was recorded in both sessions by a micro-camera in the 551 chamber. An experimenter blind to the grouping measured the freezing behavior, defined as 552 complete immobility except for breathing movements (Bouton and Bolles, 1980) , which served 553 as our measure of contextual fear memory.
554
In Experiments 2 and 3, rats were placed into the conditioning chamber for 2 min, but 
566
cryoprotected in 20% buffered sucrose, frozen and stored at -80°C. The brains were coronally 567 sectioned in 30 μm thick slices in a cryostat (®Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) and stored in 4 serial 568 sets. One set was collected in glass slides and stained with cresyl violet for morphological and 569 lesion analysis, another set was used for phospho-CREB immunolabelling and the two 570 remaining were stored for future studies.
571
Immunolabelling was performed in free-floating sections using anti-phospho-CREB
572
(1:1000, Santa Cruz, Dallas, TX) as primary rabbit polyclonal antibody. A Biotinylated goat anti-573 rabbit antibody (1:800, Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA) was used as secondary antibody. The 574 reaction was revealed using the avidin-biotin peroxidase method conjugated to 575 diaminobenzidine as the chromogen (ABC and DAB kits, Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA) as The pCREB expression was measured in 30 brain regions including hippocampal, 580 parahippocampal, amygdalar and prefrontal regions (see Table 1 ) previously shown to have 
667
In the cohort that had their brains immunolabelled for pCREB, the pCREB expression 668 was quantified in 30 regions (27 in the dHPC group) as positive nuclei/mm², and each region 669 was compared between the groups using t tests with bootstrap resampling (as above), 670 correcting the p-value with a false discovery rate (fdr) test (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) .
671
In the hypothesis test for small-world, each empirical network was 'rewired' as 672 described previously (Maslov and Sneppen, 2002) to generate 10000 random, null hypothesis 673 networks with the same number of nodes, edges, weights and degree distribution. Each 674 network was rewired a number of times equal to half the number of their edges to generate the 675 randomized networks. We calculated the Geff and mean Leff empirical/random ratio for each 676 randomized network. It was expected for the Geff ratios to be around 1 and the mean Leff ratios 677 to be above 1.
678
After the hub identification, we directly compared the centrality level of each region (in 679 each threshold) between the dHPC and SHAM-nH networks using a permutation test. In the 680 permutation procedure, we 1) randomized the grouping labels without replacement, 2) 
686
To test whether dHPC lesion influences interactions between other regions in the 687 network, we compared the correlation coefficients between SHAM-nH and dHPC networks. We normalized the thresholded matrices using a Fisher's Z transformation and compared the 689 normalized correlation coefficient distributions in the dHPC and SHAM-nH networks with a two-690 sample KS test. Next, we calculated the z-score of the correlation coefficient difference between 691 each cell of the matrices as in the formula bellow, defining an index of connectivity change, as 692 done previously (Alstott et al., 2009 ). The Z-score values above |2| were considered significant 693 (corresponding to a level of significance of α = 0.05). We verified which group possessed each 694 significantly higher coefficient, and which nodes they connect. 
